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ABSTRACT

The main probleMs And disadvariageSof currently used

performance.appaisal and training,eyaluation,methods are
. ,

discutted: le4ency, central- tehdengy,'and halo effects,
,

low interratek reliability, and,,ithproper criteria (low

validity). A new, approach to performance and training .

evaluationjis the use of critical ingidents in BehaviourallY

Anchored Rating Sgales (BARS). It is claimed that BARS

/ haVe more positive characteristics-than other scales;

e.g. sumMated rating scalet, graphic rating scalet,.etc.

However, recent research,has sho0 that under certain
1

conditions BARS do not demonstrate superior qualities to
A

otheriscales. -An improved-use of critical incidents.is
0

described Which has all the advantages BARS Possess, but

avoidt the disadvantages. The,new instrument is the

Be!...aviour Description Index (BDI) Which uses behavioural

criteria, utilizes a larger sample of the total job

behaviour domain than BARS, has less leniency, halt), and .

central tendency effects, and probably higher interrater

reliability. Implications.of the use of th new instrument

in performance and training evaluation are'-discussed.



With the economic, slump during the l,1ást few years,

'and resulting budget cuts:for educational institutions and

industrial training programmes, came a new interest in the

aSsessment of the quality of instructors and the outcome

of training and deVelopment programmes in government and

industry. While research concerned with evaluation of

teaching effectiveness has been:a going concern for decades,

the evalkiation of-training programmes "is much in the same

category Mark Twain placed the weather," to use McGehee

and Thayer's words (1961, p. 256). Everybody talks abfOut

it, but little is done. There are several possible reasons,

for this, such as

1. Difficulty in doing Controlled studieS
in orgaftizations;

2--. ---Costs-of-training--evatua-ti-ons

3; Fear of discovering unwelcome facts on
training outcomes;

-4. Unwillingness to accept new approaches,
a "don't rock the boat" attitude.

1

A seemingly important reason is not mentioned here: ithe

lack of a valid and, reliable evaluation instrument, afact

which seems to be true also for the evaluation Of teahing

effectiveness:

A look at currently used evaluation/forms to measure

"teaching ability" illustrates the problem. :As Harari and

Zedeck (1973).put it: "Current...evaluation: forms are.

often ambiguous, verbose, disorganized and arbitrarily.



developed. They consist of global behaVioral,measures and

vague trait descriptions. As-a result, he forms tend to

be unreliable and very susceptible to response biases."
7

The situation is worse in the.area of..training'

evaluation. The majority of .business organizations seem

to use simple reaction measurethents (How did yoU like the

prograt?) .to.aSsess the outcothe of their training programs

(Catalano and Kirkpatrick, 1968).. It should be obvibus

'that the fact that a participant likes a certain programme

says nothing about its effectiveness.

An instructor's effectiveness and the outcome,of an/educational or.training programme are.certainly closely.
- .

related, but we are dealing with two different concepts.

Wha we measure teaching effectiveness we assess an

instructOr's teaching'behaviour While the evaluation of

a programmeassesses the degree of,a participantLs
7

behayiour change. The assessment of ttie "first is:based

on judgements made either by students, colleagues or

superiors, while the assessment of the second is based on

observations of job related behavour by superiors or

neutral Observers.

This paper discusses the advantages andldisadvantages

of commonly used effectiveness measures-and-will concentrate

on the most recent development in this field, the



Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scale (BARS) . A new approach,

the BehaViour Description Index (BDI),. will. be proposed.

which will reduce or avoid most of the shortcomings of

past and current methods.

. 4



BEHAVIOURALLY ANCHORE RATING SCALES

The Critical Ipcident Method

.! In his searckfor 'a useful tool to.measure work

performance, Flanagan (1954) developed a technique which'

he called the Critical incident Method. He defined the

critical requirements of a job as those behaviours which

are crucial in making a difference between doing the job

effectively and.doing if ineffectively. Critical incidents/,'

as t.he term implies, are simply reports by.qualified obserVers

of the things 'people did that were especially effective or

ineffective in accompliShing parts Of their *A:0s. Such '

incidents are actual behavioural accouhts, recorded aS

stories or anecdotes and obtained from managers, job

.inCumbents, and others close to the job being studied.

In Its si plest .form the Critical'Incident Method Consists

of list ngs of critical incident which are then comPared

to exhibited behaviour-of employees to be rated:. The
0

underlying objective of this procedure is to obtain a job-

specificNsCale of 'behaviour effectiveness. A modified

version of this approach is the Behaviourally Anchored

Rating Scale(sY (BARp).

Development of Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scales

The first step in developing BARS is to:ask'a sample
/

of job incumbents and/or.their_immediate SuperVisors.and

where applicable -- subordinates.to write short descriptions.

Il



of an incumbent's j b.behaviour they-have either observed

or heard about. Each behavioUral description is characterized

by the specification.:.of a single job.eituation and the

. behaviour in response to that situation.: To be critical,

an incident_must occur in a job situation where the purpose

or intent bf

consequences

concerhing i

the behaviour is fairly clear and where its

are definite enough to leave little doubt

s.effect on job performance (Flanagan, 1954).

Although the latter .definition suggests 'description of

extreme behaviour, a critical-incident need nOt refer

exclusively, to the extremes of performance.
S.

After theybare gathered, the pool,of behavioiatal

incidents are usually edited to conform to an expected

behaviour format, that is,.each description of an incumbent'e

job behaviour is prefaced with the phrase.Could be

expected...." The ntent of the phrase is to allow the

rater to generalize from.what he hae seen the ratee do

in a situation to what .he would expect the ratee to dO

in a particular situation, regardless of the pportunity

to actually observe the ratee.

After the editing and rephrasing, the-incidents are

categotiZed. Jisually the'researcher reads, sorteand

then lOels groups of incidents in terms of similarity,

or the researcher first qualitatively identifies-.a

Of dimensions and then sorts statements accOrding to their

_



similarity in meaning,to the a prioii defineddlmensions.

To avoid criterion contamination through personal biases,

an ihcident reallocation or "retransration" procedure is

used (Smith and Kendall, 1963). In the retranslation

process experts (job-knowledgeable employees) are provided

with a list of job dimension definitions and asked to'assign

the incidents to the behavioural dimensions they feel they

describe. Criteria 'of retention are included in the

procedure for determining the extent to which a particular

incident is part of a dimension. Those incidents meeting

the criteria are retained for.subsequent use.

Following the retranslation'Trocedure the incideni6
/

are rated on a Likert-type scale.(Usuality from 1 to 7,

1 to 9) as,to the degree of_effectiveness they chaiaCterize

in each.job. dimensiOn.

.The mean rating for an incident determines itS scale

value, while the Standard Deviatioh (SD) of the mean'rating

is viewed as an index ofambiguity. The procedure requires

the ambiguoug incidents,(i.e., incidents with an SD in-

excess of some minimum value) be excluded from the scales.

The retained incidents',are then.ordered within the perform-

ance dimensions they anchor in terms of their mean scale

values. The usual arrangement of anchors is a vertical

graphic scale, consisting of a vertical linei-market in

equal-appearing intervals, with incidents-arranged.along-



its length according to their mean value. Each scaqe is

headed by a dimension definition and usually omits the

scale value for.,each incident of behaviour. 'Exhibit 1 is

an example 6f a scale developed by Das (1975), for .

instructors of a'school of business administration.

' In using the scale, the rater is instructed first to

read the dimension definition for a scale. Then, he is

asked to read each incident startbag at the bottoM and

reading toward the top until he reads an incident that

exceeds the ratee's "typical" best job behaviour. He,tfien
4

returns, to the highest*'typical incident" and checks it as

indicative of the.ratee's job performande within that

'dimension of he job: The value of the incident checked

by the rater 2termines the performance score on that

IPdimension.

-

It is possible to score the scales in at least two

ways. First, if a summation is desired, 4 sc9res caw,be

summed across dimensions for a ratee. Second', if a perform-

ance profile is deaired, the score on each Scale can be

,reported. Typically, the latter format is us,pd.

1

Advantages.and Distinguished Features

Zedeck, et al. (1973, p. 1) list the following points

as the advantages and distinguishing features of BARS

procedures:

,



,

1. Each scale employs job-related behavioural
incidents aS anchors or reference points;

Groups with work experiences similar to
those who eventually use (or are subjected
to) the scales participate... (in their
development) .;..;

3. The terininologyconmbnly used in the...
(job to be rated)/...is retained in the
anchors;

4. A (reallocatio') procedure is used...to
-educe the a iguity of the scales...;

S. Conceptuall independent scales with high
scale reli ilit are obtained; and

Inactual use, ratings.7.(can
document with specific incidents....

I/

try Smith ahd Kenda 1 (1963) suggest that their retranslation
. \

procedure will lead tO\lessdkeniency and Ittral tendency

/errors. cummI.ngs tid Schwab (19734 Point oujthae the 4Se
\ .

'of critical iriFide ts-may 'prove to be useful in providing
1

\
.

feedback to apPra sers, since thei specificity can,serve

.
ap 'a concrete\ eXample of areas wh+e job.behaviours could

be improved. /
I

i

. /
\Inter-rater Reliabiiiti,

Campbell, et al. (1973) and Zedeck and Baker (1972)

assesSed the inter-rater reliability of specific BARS

instruments. In botb studies, inter-rater rrliability'was

,low to moderate (i.e., r's ranged from %24 to' .55). The

results suggest-that a ceptable levels of inter-rater

reliability have not y been obtained using BARS procedures.
/

1 1



111(LJVI. IlLANCIVUL-, IL mdy nave peen cndt.tne tests

of inter-rater reliability were deficient, that coefficients

were computed between Lwels oef sUpervision, rather fhdn

within. As Campbell, et al. (1973 "suggest, perhapsithe

different levels of supervision ha different opportunities

to observe rafee )441Cviour dr differed in perceiving the

utility of specific behaviours for meeting j81.; requirements.

A similar view was expressed* Borman (1974). In his

opinion, one should, not ekpect hi0 reliability under such

ircums,tances, since raters at different levels may have

°different ratee performance dimensions which they f el ae
relevant. Borman tested his hypotheis by having lecretaries

and a6ademi6 i!Istructors each independently develo their

own critical incidents fdr the job of secretary. Both '

groups identified different performance dimenSiOns. BARS

'developed from the crAical incidents were then used by the

two groubS to.rate the secretaries on all performance

dimeftsions. For.eaCh rater group, Borman found that inter-

rater reliability was higher for the performance dimensions

the groi.ip had identified than for the dimensions identified

by the other grou . Thisexplana6,on,of the low to moderate
\.

inter-rater reliab'lity of ARS is plausible. However;-.

there is a second possible explanation. It will be

discussed under "Shortcomings'of BARS."

1 2



Lentrai Tenaency E's

No studies'on BARS so far teem-to have paid much

attention to the problem tiff central tendency. It describes

the inclination-of raters to_avoid_extreMe.ratings.on a

scale, e.g. "Outstanding", or "Very Poor." BARS should be

less prone to this problem because of their behaviour

specificity. _Since often independent behaviour samples

`are utilized, a rater has to Make a choice.; i.e. he is

able -tb-aVoid extreme ratings. (See chapter on "akortcomings

of BARS",)
./4

Research so far flas shown that BARS seem to have a
4

slight advantagelover other'. methods.'of performance evaluatlon.

However,.the question has to be asked whether these,finding

illustrate a genuine lack of superiority or whether the

methodology used_in the comparison studies is

adequate. As

.cri-Ei6ize the

mentioned above, Schwab, et al.

uSe'of Only twO instruments.for

purposes. Another problem may lie in thestandard.deviation

'criterion used to select the critidal incidents. 'In Most,

cases the priterion Was set so that 'it indicated a substantial.

less than

(1975)

comparison

_amount of'disagreement amOng judges as to the level of

effectiveness,the behaviour described,

or even 2.0 standard deviations. This

selected,for the

belaviouxi amples the creators haa

questionlble

the critical inciden

not the unaMbiguous

hoped for.---A third

typically 1..50, i.75

may suggest that

instruMent,were

1 3
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nature of-the group being evaluated.

Halo Erfect

The halo effect apPears in evaluation when the'

evaluation tends to assign the same rating or level to

eat.h factor being rated (Glueck, 1974).

-/--

Barnaska and Hollman (1974) 'found that BAIIS resulted

in less halo, than a numerically anchored and adjective

stale. However, they point out that allthree scales had

,
.

- exces, sive levels of halo. In. a study compariny. BARS and

" a numerically' anthored scale, Campbell, et al. (1973)
.

.1'

.

.

. -

.

found that the former scale format showed less.halo than

the 1.atter. gimilar results were reported by Groner f19.741±-

Borman & Dunnette (1975) ,.'and Keaveny and McGaun (1975).

On the other hand, Bormari and Vallon (1970- foundno

differences in halo effect, between BARS and other non-

behavioural scales. Similar to the critique on the approach

to Measure leniency, Schwab, et.al. (1975) argue against -!

the use of only two'instruments to study the' haloeffect:

"If'one begins/ with the reasonable assumption,that_
performance on varibus dimensions is inter-related,
then comparison of the intercorrelations generated'
by jast two/inStruments, provides little basis for
deciding tWactual or true inter-relaticins in
the group appraised." (p. 560)



Supervisors tend to overrate,their subdrdinates; i.e.

the tendency is to be lenient rather than strict. The

result of this "error" is that,the average performance

rating is not at the Midpoint of a scale but on the

positive side of it.

Smith apd Kendall (1963). suggest.that BARS should be

less suSceptible to leniency. effects because of the

unambiguous dimensions and anchors developed .byothe

procedure. .HoweVer, research results ate equivocal On.

this issue. Campbell/et al. (1973) found-that the mean
-----

ratings on their instrument were, on averageu_clOSer to

_the midpoints of the scales-thanhose-'of:a summated rating

scale. On the other hand, Borman'and Vaalon (1974) found-

that a group of employees had significantly:higher ratings

on a .behaviourally anchored:scale. Campbell, et al.

interpreted their,results to mean thatI3ARS demonstrated'

less leniency while Borman and Vallon concludedthat BARS

showed greater leniency error. Schwab, et,jal.'(1975)

point out that it hiAy'be risky to make-inferences.aboUt

relative leniency effects using only two.instruMents in

a comparative study because "it is not possible to determine

what the true average rating should have been" (v. 559)..

For this. reason, Schwab, et al. \(1975) recommend usng

more than twossets of heasures in the elialuation pracess.

A greater'nuMber of measures would allow More comparisons

15



raters consisting of employees Irom different levels; e.g.

Superiors and siihnrdina4-es of_ratees,---11 the-above

mentioned problems are corrected, BAPS may demonstrate

a more signifigant advantage over other measure's.

Shortcomings of Behaviourally.Anchored Ratihg Scales

, In the introduction, several referenceS have been
-

cited which suggest that BARS. have a number of advantages

over.traditiOnal.performancerating methodS. The_advantages

claimed are: higher job specificity, higher motivation of

-raters, higher acceptance of 'ratings by ratees, higher

dimension independence, less halo, less leniency, and less

central terldency. However, there seem to be,at-least-two

.shortcomings of the BARS technique which have not b,

discussed in the previdus literature review:

1.. waste of valuable information;

2 . 'multidimensionality.

Waste of Valuable InforMation

After development,-critical incidents for a job are

put through the validation and retranslati n-process, and

they must, fulfil the standard deviation\oriterion. Usually

20 to 50 critical incidents per job dimelion survive. Yet

only between 5 and l0,,depending on thehumber of anchoring

points Of the scale, are utilized, all 4thers are thrown Out.

Undoubtedly, those items whigh are not used contaill valuable
1

16



information about the job dimension to which they were

attributed in the retranslation process. The decision to

eliminate them is madeonthebasis of arbl

criteria: a convenient mean value to fit the scale points,

and the degree of agreement between raters as measured by

the standard deviation.

MultidimensiOnality

A second problem with BARS..has to do:with theuse of

independent critical incidents in behaviotr dimensions.-
,

Behaviour dimensions are. important aspect8.of a total job

behaviour doMain which, in.turn, is composed Of all possible

relevant job behaviours. "This instructor always uses the-_

blackboard'to illustrate a problem" is a-sample of-the
-

behaviour dimension "instructor in class" of an instructor's

job behaviour domain. -Wallace.and Schwab (1973) found:five

behaviour dimensions.for an instructordn a School of

business (see Exhibit 2), while Das (1915) identified 18

ainiansions (see.Exhibict '3). When atitical incidentS are

generated, the intention is to2saMple to a significant

degree the behaviour domain of a jOb.dimension.: The

problem is-that there are often so many job dimensions

that it is impractical to develop scales for each one, since

a rater very likely will refuse to evaluate a ratee,on 30

or 40 dimensions. For this reasbn, job dimensions usually

are collapse4 into a manageable number, e.g. 5 or 10.

a consequence of this apprdach most scales utilizing

1 7



.critical. incidents use independent b4haviour samples, thus.
:.

forcing the rater to make a difficult\chOice, opening up
. ,

the rating procedure to possible biaseS,..like leniency and

A

\

'To illustrate:the problem, an example is taken from

Das (1975). Heidentified 18 job behaviovliridimensions of

an instructor. A BARS for one of the dimensions is shown

halo.

\\\. in Exhibit 4, A.bomparison of the seven-behaviour Samples.

reveals that behaviour #1 is conceivabily independent of;,

\ the-behaviours #2,:3; and 4-.. With other words, it is

\\possible that a rater can choose all these behaViours as

N,typicaltt and not just:one. .0n the other hand, behaviour-

samples #1, 5, 6 and,7 aie mutually exclusive (dependent).

Ideally, a behaviour dimension consists only Of mutually
CI;

exclusive or unidimensionaLbehayiours. Otherwise the

rater has,toChcbse between ditsferent possible behaviours

which leaves the instrungt open_ to re-Sponse biases and

will result in low reliability.

Multidimensionality-Very likely is also One .of the

causes of the central tendency effect BARS seems to exhibit,

. ,
although to a lesser-degree tHan other common scales

(Campbell, et al., 1973). Since a rater has.independent

choices, it is possible fok him to avoid 'extreme ratings.
.

The same characteristic may also be the cause of.the halo

error.

1 8



A NEW PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SCALE:
THE BEHAVIOUR DESCRIPTION INDEX

;,.

Characteristics of the New Scale

instead of the usual utililation of only 5 7 9 behaviour

d scriptions in a BARS, it is proposed that a larger sample

of the total behaviour domain of 'a job dimension be used

(se Exhibit 5). The number of critical incidents could be

det rmined by the total nUmber of critical incidents

genLated per job dimension. The number of incidents

utilized per scale will be limited only Joyatigue effects

of raters. It is expected that fbr practicai purposes the

maximum number of behaviour descriptions will b equal to

or less than 20. The utilization, of a largernumber Of

criti6a1 incidents would overcome or at least reAuce one

of the major shortcomings of BARS .disCusged before:, .the

los of informationIt is conceivable that in many

instances 20 critical inCidents Will encompass the total

-behayiour domain_of a job.diMension. If, it is not the case,
;

th6n et- least 'a much better .sampling Can be dOne. .If 'the

tOtal domain were .40,.then 20 items represent 50%-as-'

compared to 17.5% with a sample of 7.

In order to avoid he disadvantages of graphic-rating

scales and BARS, a forced choice scoring ig'suggested.

Raters will respond to the question: Does the ratee exhibit

the below described behaviour, yes or no?
. 1

19
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rater.is not sure, he can respond w th a question mark'.

After the response sheet'is 'romplet d, all ratings will...be'

converted into points. (For detail see dhapter'"The.

Rating Procedure for the BDI".) This Conversioncould be

done by a different person than th rater or throUgh a

coOputer program. This approach s ould have a drastic

influence,On the halo effect. in e the rater doed .not

know whether he'evaluated the rates high or low on a scale,

it is very difficult or, impOssible for him to transfer a
_

'general characteristiC from one sCale-to another.', It could

be argued that the rater will know how he evaluates a ratee

if he'responds.only'poaitively tO critical incidents.

Howelier,\sinbe positive and.negat ve critical incidents

will be randomly mixed.in.a scal the.rater must really

concentrate'on hia responses if he wants to bias the

evaluation. Be:still.does not knoW the actual score Csee

Rating Procedure forthe BDII.

,Another possible advantage of themew sCale would be

a reduced or eliminated leniency, effect largely because

of the same reasOns describea above: mixing of a larger

number of positive'and negative statements and independent

'scoring Only.a cohsciously false'response could induCe

a leniency effect. But no scale is immune against wilful

2 0
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A fourth improvement as compared tO traditional BARS

would be the virtual/elimination of the central tendency

effect. Since the BDI does not use contiTnuous scales with

extreme ratings on either end, the cause 'of any possible

central tendency effect is removed.

/ -
There may/be a fifth advantage of the BDI over BARS.

It has been suggested that the'low to moderate inter-rater

reliability/of BARS may bp. caused by using raters from

different Firganizational leverg (e.g., Campbell, ef.' al.,

1973). Nobody so fai has pointed to the possibility that

the mul'idimensionality problem may be either a ocintributing

or even a major factor in-pauSing the'low reliability. It

is quite possible that the BDI will reduce the .problem

sinde the rater is not forced to choose one from several

poSsible items, but he may check off as many items aS are

vailable. A superior coUld determine in advance what,

//scoes would be accePtable or un:cceptable, e.g.out of

/ 60 PoSsible points:* (20#items x 3 pointS)

/
- 30 may mean: urgent training required

(or, if measured after training:
training ineffective)

31 - 40 may mean: training recommended

41 - 50 may mean: refresher courde may be useful

51 - 60 may mean: no training iequired.

Zn_summary, the newl3DI scale seeMs to offer the
1

folloiiing Advantages:

2 1



1. increased information content by improving
sampling of the behaviour domain;

2. reduced or no halo effect;

3. reduced or no leniency effec ;

4. no central tendency effect;

5. higher inter-rater reliability.

'Rating PrOcedure lor.the BDI2

The BDI uses-positibe and.negative critical incidents

\
. .

j.n random order. The number of.positive and negatiV6
,

,

statements does nat influence the score because,of the /

-scoring Characteristics. If a rater respOnds positively

. (Yes) to a posltively worded statement, orJbegatively /(No)

-to a negatiVely worded statement, the-score will be 34points.
/

A positive response'to a negative Statement and vide Versa

results in 0 points. If the respondent is nob.sUre Or

cannot decide, the response Is a question mark'(?) and

the score will be I point: Again, it will be emphasized
.

that the conversion of the rati,ngs (Yes, ?) bo/point

scores (3, 0, 1) is probably not done by the rater, but

a second person, Or more likely by a computer, especially

if the number of ratees is large. It is asslimed/-- pending

empirical investigation -- that the job c.imens:.ons are
.1

relatively independent., For thisreason the paint scores

will be totalled for each scale separately. 1
/
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CONCLUSION AND. IMPLICATIONS.

. A new apprOaCh to teaching. and training evaluation

has been discuSsed. The.characteristics of the new

instrument -- the Behaviour Description Index -- seem to

be superior to conventional performance appraisal, e.g.

summated or graphic rating scales and BARS.

.If. the instrument can be empirically validated --

:there is little doubt that it will it phould prove to
-

be a significant improvement, in the evaluation process.

Instead of relying on vague.trait, characteristics which
_

mean different things to different'jpeople, very Specific

behaviours aredescribed, which can easilybe observed.:

Secondly, a large part of the total behaviour domain
1

can be utilized, enabling raters to pinpoint shortcomings

of instructors or training participants,.thus makirtg it

easier to takevcorrective actions, e.g. retraining or

counselling.

TherP are other pbssible uses of the BDI: Much has7

been Written about the vagueness of job descriptions::

What could be a better solution to this problem by handing

a new.jbb inc ent togeer with the. description of histimb th
,

responsibilities a copy.of'a BDI of his job? He'Would
H.

find samples of effective.and ineffective-job behaviour



and would know immediately what is expected of him Other

areas of application could be 'performance appraisal and

determining of training needs. Actually, the BDI could

be the,basis for a new systems approach'in'the personnel

management area. Future research will show whether this

is possible. The first indicationF a.e certainly

encouraging.

2 4
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, FOOTNOTES

1. Fof 4 detailed discussion of these problems, see
Scl*ind, 1975, a and b.

. .This is a similar approaCh as described in
/Smith, Kendall and Hulin, 1969.

2 5
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Exhibit 1

Job Dimensions of Department Manager
-

1. Supervising sales -perSonnel

2. Handling.customer complaints, and making. adjustments.

3. Meeting day-to-day deadlines'

4.' Merchandise ordering

5. Developing and/planning special prOmotions

6. Assessing Sales trends and.acting tO Maintain merchandising
position

7.- Using company systems and follwing through.nn administrative
nperations

Communicating relevant information to associates and to
higher management

9. Diagnosing and alleviating Special department problems.

from Campbell, J.P., Dunnette M.D., Arvey, R.D., and Hellervik,
L.V., "The:Development and EValuation of Behaviorally Based*
Rating-Scales.", Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 57, No. 1
(1973).1522.
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EXHIBIT 2

DIMENSIONS OF TEACHER BEHAVIOUR IDENTIFIED

.I.ADM INCIDENTS GIVEN BY STUDENTS

1. Instructor in class

2. Required reading

Subject matter,

4. Instructor in general

C. Assignments and examinations



EXHIBIT 3

DIMENSIONS (CATEGORIES) OF TEACH,ER BEHAVIOUR

IDENTIFIED' FROM INCIDENTS GIVEN BY STUDENTS 1

1

1-.--Couree Outlining.and_Structuring
2. Administrative. Handling
3.. CoverAge Of Material
4. Teaching,Style
5.. Teaching Methods
6. Evalution
7. Interaction Outside Class,
8: Flexibility and Responsiveness

DIMENSIONS (CATEGORIES) OF TEACHER BEHAVIOUR

IDENTIFIED'FROM INCIDENTB GIVEN BY PROFESSORS

9. Interactlon With Colleagues
10. Interaction With Students glatside Class
11. °Behaviour In ,The Class Rooth--'
1'6. Research Activities
13. Handling AdministratiVo Matters

DIMENSIONS (CATEGORIES) OF TEACHER BEHAVIOUR

IDENTIFIED FROM INCIDENTS,GIVEN BY ADMINISTRATIVE 54FF

14., Facilitation.Of Administrative Work Flow,,
15. Controlling Expenditures
16. . Adherence To Policies
17. Providing Feedback To The Staff
18. Counselling '7,,ctiviLles



EXHIBIT 4

BEHAVIOURALLY ANCHORED RATING kALE

Couid be expected to give course
outlines and schedules-to students.

Could be expected toet specific
targets for,each'session.

Could be expected to set cl ss
participation as an evaluat:on
criterion without clearly s ating his

.

expectations.

Could be expected ,to specifically state
requirements,lOr.thecours.a and use
definite and stated criteria for'
evaluation.

Could be exoected top-Thold an introducto3
session in which the students'
expectations are ascertained and'
instructor's course objectives are Made
cl6ar.

Could be expected to take quite a few
sclays to tell, the students what is the
course content of the course.

Could be expected to announce mid-way
through that theremould be a final
exam; in contradiction to his earlier,


